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HBP-900/1200/1800 POLISHING MACHINE

Technical Description:
HBP series are good at grinding and polishing natural marble, granite and different kinds of artificial

stone. Compared to several-head polishing machine, HBP series automatic polishing machine can

also polish stone tiles to reach the same effect as the former: the surface is not only flat and even, but

bright. The max dimension of the stone tiles, which can be processed is (L×W) 3m×2.2m. The

processing cost is very low; even using the common abrasive stones, you can polish normal granite

well and make the brightness of surface reach 80 degree.
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Specification:

More Photos:

Type HBP-900 HBP-1200 HBP-1800
Max.working
dimensions(L×W×H)

mm 3200×900×120 3200×1200×120 3200×1800×120

Workbench dimensions (L×W) mm 6500x2200x2000 6500x2500x2000 6500x3100x2000
Transverse feeding speed rpm 0-5600 0-5600 0-5600
Vertical feeding speed rpm 0-4300 0-4300 0-4300
Polishing head speed rpm 560 560 560
Required air source M2/h 0.15-0.30 0.15-0.30 0.15-0.30
Productivity M2/h 2.0-2.5 2.5-3.0 3.0-3.5
Main motor power kw 15 15 15
Water consumption m3/h 4 4 4
Machine weight kg 2000 2500 3000
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Our Workshop:

Loading:
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Photos of site:
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Related Tool:
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Working for :

Polishing big slab Polishing small size slab

Polishing thick stone
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Others:
1.Delivery Time: Within 15 days after receipt of advanced payment.
2.Warranty : One year for spare parts
3.Available Power Supply: According to clients requirements..
4.Parts including :

a. Standard Equipment.
b. Bridge including blade holder and two sliding rails.
c. Hydraulic unit and control panel for table.
d. Electric board and control panel for machine
e.Laser device
f. Documents: Foundation Drawing, Electric Drawing, Manual , all in English version

10. Installation: If require a Chinese Technician to install the machine, customer need to pay for the
following expenses:

a.Round trip tickets b. Food and accommodation.
c. Charge of Visa Application d.Salary for technician or translator : each person 100USD/Day.


